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Abstract: Air compressed vehicle as it is popularly known has caught the attention of researchers worldwide and is ideal for city 
driving conditions. Motor development international (MDI) is a French company that holds international patent for compressed 
air operated vehicles. Even though it seems to be an eco-friendly solution, one must consider its well to wheel efficiency. While 
computing the overall efficiency of an air compressed vehicle, the electricity requirement for compressing air has to be 
considered. Nevertheless, the compressed air vehicle will contribute to reducing air pollution in longer run. 
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I.      INTRODUCTION 
The environmental challenges posed by passenger cars are significant and require a broad range of evolutionary and revolutionary 
solutions. Fossil fuels, which are used in vehicles, produce lot of harmful gases like car carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and 
unburned hydrocarbons. The fossil fuels are also widely used as a source of energy in various different fields like power plants, 
internal & external combustion engines, as heat source in manufacturing industries, etc. But its stock is very limited and due to this 
tremendous use, fossil fuels are diminishing at faster rate. So, in this world of energy crisis, it is necessary to develop alternative 
technologies to use renewable energy sources, so that fossil fuels can be conserved. So an alternative way of producing the running 
the vehicle must be made so that we can prevent further damage to the earth. The alternative sources of energy available are solar, 
electric, atmospheric air etc.  Air acts like a blanket for the earth. It is the mixture of gasses, which makes it neutral and non-
polluting. It has the property to get compressed to a very high pressure and retain it for a long period of time. It is cheap and can be 
found abundantly in the atmosphere. So it can be used as an alternative fuel for the automobiles. Much research is going on in this 
field and scientists are trying to improve the effectiveness of this technology. It is experimentally found that the efficiency of the 
vehicle ranges from 72-95%. So this can be considered as one of the preferable choices to run the vehicle. A Compressed-air engine 
is a pneumatic actuator that creates useful work by compressed air. A compressed-air vehicle is powered by an air engine, using 
compressed air, which is stored in a tank. Instead of mixing fuel with air and burning it in the engine to drive pistons with hot 
expanding gases, compressed air vehicles (CAV) use the expansion of compressed air to drive their pistons. 
Recently several companies have started to develop Compressed air cars although none have been released to the public, or have 
been tested by third parties. 
In this project, A compressed air vehicle is powered by compressed air which is present in reservoir ,and is remotely controlled 
by using arduino nano as a microprocessor, Bluetooth module and several other electronic components ,so as to increase its 
applications in manufacturing industries and various other sectors. 
 
A. Working Principle  
The working principle of ‘Radio controlled air compressed vehicle’ works on the principle of alternate and simultaneous actuation 
of two double acting cylinders by using a 5/2 direction control valve. 
The alternate actuation of two double acting cylinders is used to drive a chain and sprocket connection which is responsible for 
moving the vehicle forward. 
 
B. Materials Used 

Table 1.2.1 Materials used in project 
Sno Title Specification 

1 Main frame - 
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C. Applications  
1) Can be used by workers in industries 
2) Personal uses 
3) To transport different things 
 

II.      LITERATURE REVIEW 
Venkatesh Boddapati [1] says compressed air storage tanks built with carbon fibre will carry high amount of pressure with 
minimum volume space with the conventional engines with zero emission . Air powered vehicle is the realization of most technology 
in the field of automotive, eliminating the use of non renewable fuels. We can use this type of technology to develop an air 
compressed vehicle using a compressor. 
Gaurav sugandh [2] in his paper described the working of a four stroke single cylinder Engine which can run on pneumatic power as 
by compressed air, while developing it some parameters like temperature ,density, emission control, input power were to be mastered 
for safety. 
S. S. Verma. [3] in his paper expressed Compressed air as a source of energy in different uses in general and as a nonpolluting fuel 
in compressed air vehicles has attracted scientists and engineers for centuries. His paper gave a brief introduction to the latest 
developments of a compressed-air vehicle along with an introduction to various problems associated with the technology and their 
solution. 
Andrew papson [4] studied characterized the potential performance of CAVs in terms of fuel economy, driving range, carbon 
footprint, and fuel costs and examines their viability as a transportation option as compared with gasoline and electric vehicles. 
Subjects of analysis included energy density of compressed air, thermodynamic losses of expansion, CAV efficiency on a pump-to-
wheels and well-to-wheels basis. 
Mihai Simon [5] described the research, design and construction of a viable experimental pneumatic driven vehicle. Their main goal 
was to find ways to drive efficient by using alternative energy, not necessary cheaper, but more environmental friendly in increasing 
polluted metropolis. This was done by developing an experimental pneumatic vehicle running on compressed nitrogen gas. Here the 
technology used was not much cheaper because of compressed nitrogen we decided to overcome this by using regular compressed air 
as fuel. 
A.H. Ingle [6] This paper deals with the study of compressed air as a fuel for running a 3- wheeler vehicle wherein the compressed 
air is stored in tank & supplied to the air motor from where rotational motion is obtained .In this project a preliminary investigation 
is carried out to run a vehicle on compressed air. Using this study we were able to develop a 4 wheeler compressed air vehicle 
integrated with remote control and a steering mechanism for industrial use. 
Gopal sahu [7] in his paper expressed that The electricity requirement for compressing air has to be considered while computing 
overall efficiency. Compressed air vehicle will contribute to reducing air pollution and tend to zero pollution . 
 

III.      PROBLEM DEFINITION 
Increasing consumption of fossil fuels in automobiles leads to evolution of harmful gasses like carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous 
oxide, carbon monoxide etc. We want to reduce pollution by using of alternate souce of energy in automobiles. So we decide to 
make a project “Design and construction of air compressed vehicle integrated with radio control”. 

2 Air tank 3 litre 
3 Compressor 12V DC 

compressor 
4 Valve 5/2 solenoid valve 

5 Pneumatic 
cylinders 

20*100 

6 Connection pipe 6mm tube 
7 Battery 7.5AH 
8 Steering Rack and pinion 
9 Microcontroller Arduino nano 
10 communication Bluetooth module 
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IV.      WORKING PROCEDURE 
In operation, battery powers the air compressor which starts pressurizing the air and transmits it to valves via tubes. AC 220V supply 
is provided to the transformers pair to convert it into 24V AC supply which is converted into 24 V dc supply using rectifier, this 
dc supply is used to power relay switches which operates the 5/2 solenoid controlled DCV. The simultaneous actuation of 5/2 
solenoid controlled DCV transfers the air to each double acting piston cylinders thereby alternatively actuating them .The rods of 
cylinders are fixed to chain and sprocket connection. As the chains move forward reciprocating motion of pistons is converted to 
rotating motion of wheels. 

 
Fig 4.1 Basic design of project using Catia 

 
V.      ADVANTAGES OF COMPRESSED AIR VEHICLES 

1) Compressed technology reduces the cost of vehicle technology by about 20% because no need to build a cooling system ,fuel 
tank , ignition system etc. 

2) Fast recharge time. 
3) Long storage lifetime of air 
4) The air tanks may be refilled more often and in less time than batteries can be recharged. 
5) Lighter vehicles cause less damage to the roads, resulting in lower maintainence cost. 
 

VI.      DISADVANTAGES OF COMPRESSED AIR VEHICLES 
1) Limited storage capacities of the compressed air tank. 
2) A tank containing 300 MPa of compressed air is risky and dangerous. 
3) Running the vehicle on compressed air will be requiring the provision for filling the compressed air in the tank. 

 
VII.      CONCLUSION 

The innovation of compressed air vehicles isn't new .It has been around for a really long time, truth be told .Compressed air 
innovation takes into consideration motors that are both non-dirtying and prudent. Following decade of examination furthermore, 
advancement, the compressed air vehicle will be presented around the world. In contrast to electric or hydrogen controlled vehicles, 
compacted air vehicles are not costly and don't have a restricted driving reach. Compressed air vehicles are reasonable and have a 
execution rate that faces current principles. To summarize it, they are non-costly vehicles that don't contaminate and are not 
difficult to get around in urban communities. The outflow advantages of presenting this zero discharge innovation are self-evident. 
Simultaneously the well to wheels proficiency of these vehicles should be gotten to the next level. 
 

VIII.      FUTURE SCOPE 
1) As there is no ignition utilization of lighter motor parts like carbon fiber for cylinder will give more effectiveness. 
2) Reduction of diameter of piston improves volumetric efficiency. 
3) This technology can be improved with incorporation of other power sources   like solar, electrical, fossil fuels etc. ,thus 

making a hybrid system. 
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